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Propeller and vortex ring state for oating o�shore wind turbines during surge

Ryan Kylea,�, Yeaw Chu Lee, Wolf-Gerrit Fr�uh

aSchool of Engineering and Physical Sciences (EPS), Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, EH14 4AS, UK.

Abstract

Surge motion of a oating wind turbine can lead to conditions where the rotor moves backwards faster than the wind,
leading to propeller-like conditions or vortex ring state (VRS). The e�ect of surge on the thrust of a oating turbine
was investigated with OpenFOAM for conditions favourable to propeller and vortex ring state. Due to lower blade
velocities and larger blade twists, a region of negative thrust is shown to extend spanwise from the blade root towards
the tip signifying propeller state. Predictions that strong waves with low/moderate wind speeds leads to propeller-like
conditions were con�rmed for a representative surging simulation with a 9.4 m amplitude in waves with an 8.1 s period
and 7 m/s wind speed. A negative thrust for the entire rotor, through the combination of an inboard region of negative
and outboard region of small but still positive thrust, was observed during the expected part of the surging cycle. VRS
was observed with blade tip-vortex interaction and root vortex recirculation due to the duration with a negative relative
rotor velocity being similar to the blade passing period, inhibiting vortex advection downstream. This work explains
and demonstrates the causes of propeller state and VRS for oating turbines.
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1. Introduction

Floating o�shore wind turbines promise the ability to
harness high-quality wind resource in waters too deep for
�xed-base con�gurations [1]. Although having the poten-
tial for a higher energy yield, the additional motions asso-5

ciated with oating platforms presents a new set of chal-
lenges as the forces experienced by the rotor become more
complex than a �xed-base equivalent [2]. These extra mo-
tions create a uctuation in the relative velocity seen by
the rotor which in turn has an impact on its aerodynamics.10

They are described by six additional degrees of freedom;
three translational (surge, sway and heave along the x, y
and z axes, respectively) and three rotational (roll, pitch
and yaw about the x, y and z axes, respectively), as shown
in Fig. 1. At present, there are generally three platform15

classi�cations that are used to identify the method of ota-
tion for oating o�shore wind turbines: semi-submersible,
spar-buoy and tension-leg platform (TLP) types [2, 3, 4,
5]. These platforms are buoyancy, ballast and mooring
line stabilised, respectively. Two examples of commercial20

platforms are the WindFloat buoyancy-type platform by
Principle Power [7], and the Hywind ballast-type platform
that was deployed on the Hywind demonstrator farm by
Equinor [4]. Other commercial platforms up to 2015 are
summarised in a report by the Carbon Trust [4].25
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Whilst most numerical studies of oating o�shore wind
turbines experiencing motion to date are based on the
NREL 5MW wind turbine [8], discussed in more detail in
x2, the method of simulation varies. For example, the free-
vortex method (FVM), utilising the Biot-Savart equations,30

was adopted by Wen et al. [9], Shen et al. [10] and Farrugia
et al. [11] with surge in isolation. The FVM is a very e�ec-
tive tool when determining the ow �eld behind a oating
turbine, as studied by Sebastian & Lackner [12, 13, 14],
but does not fully capture the ow detail during heavily35

unsteady or separated ows across the rotor blades and is
therefore inadequate for highly dynamic cases.

Finite volume CFD solvers, although more computa-

Figure 1: The additional degrees of freedom associated with a oat-
ing o�shore wind turbine.
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tionally expensive, are used to retain ow detail and accu-
racy during examples of highly unsteady ow. Researchers40

who have adopted this for oating o�shore turbines in-
clude Tran et al. [15, 16, 17], Wu et al. [18] and Liu et
al. [19]. In those studies, the Reynold’s Averaged Navier-
Stokes equations are solved using the k-! SST turbulence
model for closure [20]. The choice of mesh movement45

when using CFD varies as the mesh dynamics for a oat-
ing o�shore turbine can be intricate. Wu et al. [18] and
Liu et al. [19] adopted a sliding mesh technique, where a
mesh region surrounding the rotor moves separately from
the background domain yet transfers information between50

the two regions by maintaining physical contact with each
other. Tran et al. [15, 16, 17] used an overset-mesh method
which creates mesh domains that overlap and move inde-
pendently from one another. Although the overset tech-
nique is slightly more computationally expensive than oth-55

ers [21], it greatly simpli�es the dynamic mesh problem for
complex or multi-geometry cases.

Over the past decade it has been generally accepted
that the motions associated with a oating o�shore wind
turbine have a signi�cant impact on the rotor aerodynam-60

ics, depending on the sea states the platform is exposed
to. If the wind turbine is stationary or if it moves for-
ward into the wind, it operates in a ‘windmill state where
it extracts energy from the wind. The same is expected
if it moves backwards slowly. However, when the turbine65

pitches or surges backwards at a velocity similar to the
wake it produces, the tip and root vortices can recircu-
late around the rotor resulting in ow detachment and a
reduction in lift. This is called ‘vortex-ring state’ (VRS)
[2, 6, 14], a transitional ow condition �rst described with70

respect to helicopters in vertical descent [22]. As the wind
turbine continues and reaches it’s downwind apex, the ro-
tor cannot adjust to the sudden change in relative velocity
quickly enough due to its own inertia and begins to inject
energy into the ow �eld like a propeller; hence the term75

‘propeller state’. Under such a scenario, the thrust will
be negative whilst for windmill state it will be positive.
Modelling of this ow cycle cannot be done with the use
of blade element momentum (BEM) theory as it violates
the momentum balance assumption [6]. Therefore, more80

comprehensive solvers which capture the full aerodynamics
must be adopted if propeller state is to be studied.

Few have studied when VRS or propeller state will
occur, or the impact it may have on rotor performance.
Sebastian & Lackner [6] identi�ed that VRS arises most85

when the turbine is experiencing below-rated wind speeds,
with a higher occurrence rate with increasing radial posi-
tion. Later they found that propeller state happens most
frequently at the root but that the tip region can also ex-
perience propeller state at above rated wind speeds [14].90

They attributed the onset of propeller state to inuences
by the root and tip vortices. As one of the �rst studies to
look at this phenomenon in isolation, Leble & Barakos [23]
investigated the occurrence of VRS for a 10 MW wind tur-
bine using CFD with prescribed pitching. They identi�ed95

the onset of VRS by assessing the induced velocity ratio,
where negative signi�ed normal state, between -1 and 0 ex-
hibiting VRS and positive values showed propeller state;
the sign convention was switched to match that of rotor-
craft. Whilst they identi�ed the onset of VRS, they did100

not witness any sign of propeller state.
As of now, there appears to be a need for further stud-

ies investigating propeller and vortex ring state occurrence
for oating o�shore wind turbines. Therefore, the aim of
this work is to investigate in more detail the causes of pro-105

peller and vortex ring state. An idealised situation will
be reporduced in which propeller state and vortex ring
state are likely, and the underpinning cause of each will
be explored. In an attempt to isolate the propeller and
vortex ring state onset, complicating factors will be elimi-110

nated where possible, namely wind shear, wave e�ects and
rotational platform motion. The focus here is on 1D trans-
lational platform motion only, that is expected to produce
propeller state: surge. As it often stands out as the DoF
with the most signi�cant response, as well as being the mo-115

tion that �rst highlighted the phenomenon for helicopters
in vertical descent [22], it is the clear starting point for ex-
ploring propeller state in more detail. Actuator disc theory
will be used to estimate under which wind and surge con-
ditions propeller state might occur. This is then used as a120

guide to specify the conditions to be simulated using CFD.
The wind turbine used for the present study is intro-

duced in x2 and its main properties shown. An analysis of
the surge motion expected using a barge-type platform at
a high sea state is then carried out in x3. The computa-125

tional set-up to recreate the desired surge motion is then
described in x4 with the mesh validation study shown in
x5. Finally, the results from the analysis are presented and
the cause for propeller state and vortex ring state discussed
in x6.130

2. The NREL 5 MW turbine

Jonkman et al. [8] developed the NREL 5MW reference
wind turbine in order to standardise research within the
�eld of wind energy, particularity o�shore. This turbine
represents a utility-scale wind turbine with aerodynamic,135

structural and operational data all made fully available in
their documentation. All aerofoil data provided, including
aerofoil pro�les [24], blade twist and chord lengths at 17
span locations, allow for a full 3D model to be recreated
(see Fig. 2). The main properties of the turbine are shown140

in Tab. 1.

3. Platform surge motion

The platform motion response to be expected using the
5MW baseline turbine on a tension-leg platform and barge
was studied by Wayman et al. [25] who combined the FAST145

software package with wave loading and response software
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Table 1: Properties of the NREL 5MW reference wind turbine by
Jonkman et al. [8].

Turbine parameter Value Unit
Rated electrical power 5 MW

Rotor orientation Upwind -
Rotor con�guration 3 blade -

Rotor diameter 126 m
Hub diameter/height 3/90 m

Cut-in/rated/cut-out speed 3/11.4/25 ms-1

Cut-in/rated rotation rate 6.9/12.1 rpm
Rated tip speed 80 ms-1

Shaft tilt/pre-cone 5/2.5 degrees

WAMIT. In their study, they assessed the response ampli-
tude operators (RAO) for each of the platforms by chang-
ing the wind speed and sea depths. The RAO can be used
to predict the surge of the whole system at a given sea150

sate, where the translational RAO is de�ned as:

RAOi(!) =
����
�i(!)
Awave

���� i = 1; 2; 3 (1)

where ! is the wave frequency, � is the system response
amplitude and Awave is the wave amplitude. Here, i =
1; 2; 3 represents surge, heave and sway, respectively. Eq. 1155

is therefore used to determine the surge amplitude of the
system at any given wave amplitude.

The barge platform responds at a higher wave fre-
quency than the tension-leg platform whilst the tension-
leg plaform responds very strongly in surge at lower wave160

frequencies (approximately 0.1-0.25 rad/s) [25]. The barge
surge response spectrum remained relatively constant above
water depths of 30 m and was unchanged across all wind

Figure 2: Recreated NREL 5MW turbine model from the data pro-
vided in [8, 24]. The main dimensions are shown, including the blade
length of 61.5m, rotor diameter of 126m, shaft tilt of 5o and pre-cone
of 2.5o.

speeds tested between 9-25 m/s [25]. It is therefore as-
sumed that the barge surge response can be represented165

as a function of the sea state, but independent of wind
speed. In the results by Wayman et al. [25] the barge
surge RAO peaked at a value of 5 when subjected to a
wave period of approximately 8.1 s.

To select a wave condition that is both likely to result170

in propeller and vortex ring state, and is also possible in
reality, sea conditions at 40 di�erent UK sites over a pe-
riod of 7 years were studied from the Fugro GEOS archive
[26]. The archive holds data on counts of signi�cant wave
height, Hsig, and wave periods during this time frame.175

The wave period probability, and probability of each sig-
ni�cant wave height during a wave period of 8-9 s, is shown
in Figure 3 and 4, respectively. Consdiering the wave pe-
riod of 8-9 s from the Fugro archive, when the surge RAO
will be approximately 5, some of the highest signi�cant180

wave heights recorded were in the region of 5-5.5 m . Al-
though infrequent, they are likely to occur several times
over the life of a wind farm.

A wave amplitude, Awave, of 1.87 m is used in the
present study that coincides with the signi�cant wave height185

region above following the expression given in [27]:

A2
wave =

H2
sig

8
(2)

With the surge RAO of 5 as described by Wayman et
al. [25], the surge amplitude, As, would be 9.4 m. The
combination of platform surge and frequency to be simu-
lated here was therefore 9.4 m at a period of 8.1 s.190

Further analysis of these conditions can predict if pro-
peller state is likely to occur and at which free wind speed,
assuming the surge conditions to be independent of wind
speed [25]. Considering the surge to be sinusoidal in na-
ture, the surge displacement, xs, at any point during the195

surge cycle is given by:

Figure 3: Wave period distribution for the Northern North Sea, site
14715, from the Fugro GEOS archive [26].
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xs = As sin(!st) (3)

where As is the surge amplitude in metres, !s is the surge
frequency in rad/s and t is time in seconds. The surge
velocity is given by:200

us =
dxs

dt
= As!s cos(!st) (4)

with the maximum surge velocity:

us;max = As!s (5)

For propeller state to occur, the thrust of the rotor will
be acting against the free wind direction. This could be
seen with a negative thrust coe�cient, considering wind-
mill state is the regular operating conditions. Therefore,
should the ow velocity at the rotor, ur, be less than the205

surge velocity, us, at any point during the surge cycle,
i.e. ur < us, it is possible that the rotor is experienc-
ing propeller state. Under these conditions, VRS could
also become apparent as the root and tip vortices cannot
be propagated downstream and so have the potential to210

recirculate within the rotor plane as the rotor rotates.
The ow at the rotor is based on the axial induction

factor, a, which is de�ned based on the actuator disc (AD)
theory as:

a =
u1 � ur

u1
(6)

215

where u1 is the free-stream velocity. By applying AD
theory, the result for the coe�cient of power is given by:

CP = 4a(1� a)2 (7)

Figure 4: Signi�cant wave height distribution, Hsig , during a wave
period of 8-9 s for site 14715 of the Fugro GEOS archive [26].

Table 2: Wake velocity just behind the NREL 5 MW turbine at
wind speeds between cut-in and rated wind speed. Surge velocity is
taken here as the max surge velocity of 7.27 m/s from Eq. 5. Text
highlighted in red indicates that propeller state is likely to occur at
that free wind speed and sea state.

u1 [m/s] a [-] ur [m/s] ur � us;max
[m/s]

11.4 0.1697 9.47 2.20
11.0 0.1744 9.08 1.81
10.0 0.1762 8.24 0.97
9.0 0.1768 7.41 0.14
8.0 0.1773 6.58 -0.69
7.0 0.1773 5.76 -1.51
6.0 0.1732 4.96 -2.31
5.0 0.1580 4.21 -3.06
4.0 0.1258 3.50 -3.77
3.0 0.0587 2.82 -4.45

which is used to calculate the axial induction factor, lead-
ing to the velocity of the ow at the rotor being determined220

by rearranging Eq. 6 to provide:

ur = (1� a)u1 (8)

If the ow velocity at the rotor minus the surge velocity
is below zero at any point during the surge cycle, propeller
state or VRS could occur. To �rst order, assuming a con-
stant axial induction factor and not including any higher225

order e�ects (e.g, tip losses or rotational augmentation),
this is observed when:

�
(1� a)u1 �As!s cos(!st)

�
< 0 (9)

Tab. 2 therefore suggests that VRS or propeller state could
occur, not considering any external inuences such as 3D230

e�ects, if the free wind speed is 8 m/s or below for a surge
amplitude of 9.4 m and a wave period of 8.1 s. Text high-
lighted in red indicates that the velocity at the rotor is less
than the maximum surge velocity and so has the potential
to experience VRS or propeller state. To ensure an onset235

is possible, yet maintaining conditions with a signi�cant
energy yield, a free wind speed of 7 m/s was chosen for
the simulations.

Plotting the left hand side of Eq. 9 against time with
a free wind speed of 7 m/s served as an initial estimation240

of when either state could initiate and for how long. The
simulation was run for 3.8 s under �xed-base conditions to
establish the ow, followed by 2 surge cycles at 8.1 s each
bringing the total simulation time to 20 s. This plot of
relative velocity is shown in Fig. 5, with the rated wind245

speed of 11.4 m/s also compared in this plot. Based on
this, it is clear that with a free wind speed of 7 m/s and
the current surge conditions, the rotor will experience a
relative rotor velocity of less than zero during the surge
cycle for approximately 2 s. With the rated wind speed250
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Table 3: The rotor rotation rate, free wind speeds, surge amplitudes
and surge frequencies of the 4 simulations run. Each simulation has
been given a label.

Label Rotation
rate [rpm] u1 [m/s] As [m] Surge

period [s]
RF 12.10 11.4 - -
RS 12.10 11.4 9.4 8.1
BF 8.47 7.0 - -
BS 8.47 7.0 9.4 8.1

however, this should not happen. Both 7 m/s and 11.4
m/s were therefore used as the free wind speeds to be
investigated. It is worth mentioning that the maximum
wave amplitude seen during the 7 year period by Fugro
[26] will be above the value of Awave used here. As so, the255

wave amplitude could be higher and the free wind speed
at which the turbine will experience a negative relative
velocity will lower, ceteris paribus.

Simulating two wind speeds, both with and without
surge, gave four sets of results as shown in Tab. 3. To avoid260

repetition, each simulation was given a label: RF, RS, BF
and BS, respectively, where the R stands for ‘Rated’ wind
speed, the B stands for ‘Below’ rated wind speed, F stands
for ‘Fixed’ and S stands for ‘Surge’. As an example, ‘RF’
refers to the simulation run at Rated wind speed under265

Fixed base conditions.

4. Computational methodology

The work in this paper has been carried out using
OpenFOAM v1712 [28]. This software uses the �nite vol-
ume method, solving the incompressible Reynold’s Aver-270

aged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations which consists of
the mass and momentum conservation equations, respec-
tively [29]:

Figure 5: Relative velocity at the rotor using a free wind speed of 7
m/s and 11.4 m/s, surge amplitude of 9.4 m and period of 8.1 s.

@�ui

@xi
= 0 (10)

@�ui

@t
+

@
@xj

(�uj �ui) = �
1
�
@�p
@xi

+
@
@xj

�
2��sij � u0ju0i

�
(11)

where �u0ju0i is the Reynolds’ stress tensor and �sij the275

mean strain rate tensor given by:

�sij =
1
2

�
@�ui

@xj
+
@�uj

@xi

�
(12)

The Reynolds’ stress tensor, �u0ju0i, produces 6 addi-
tional unknowns and must be approximated using a turbu-
lence model during the solution process [30]. This is done
using the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity approximation which280

takes the Reynolds’ stress tensor and models it as:

u0ju0i = �T
d�u
dy

(13)

where �T is the turbulent viscosity, or eddy viscosity.
A turbulence model must be selected in order to ap-

proximate the eddy viscosity and thereby ‘close’ the RANS285

equations. The present simulations were solved using the
k-! SST turbulence model which behaves as a k-! model in
the near wall region and as a k-� model in the outer bound-
ary layer. This is done by transforming the k-� model into
a formulation of the k-! model in the free stream and outer290

boundary layer [20, 31]. This takes advantage of where
each individual model performs best and combines them
into one model, suitable for handling strong adverse pres-
sure gradients such as that seen by a wind turbine’s blade
during operation. The model has been applied successfully295

by many researchers in the �eld of wind energy, some of
whom studied oating o�shore turbines, with promising
results [15, 17, 18, 32, 33, 34]. In order to close the RANS
equations with an eddy viscosity, two additional transport
equations are introduced and solved during the process.300

These are the turbulent kinetic energy, k :

@�k
@t

+
@��ujk
@xj

= Pk����!k+
@
@xj

�
(�+�k�t)

@k
@xj

�
(14)

and speci�c dissipation rate, !:

@�!
@t

+
@��uj!
@xj

= P! � ��!2

+ 2�(1� F1)�!2
1
!
@k
@xj

@!
@xj

+
@
@xj

�
(�+ �!�t)

@!
@xj

�

(15)

where the production of turbulent kinetic energy, Pk, is:

Pk = �t
@�ui

@xj

�
@�ui

@xj
+
@�uj

@xi

�
�

2
3
�k�ij@�ui@xj (16)
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and P! is:

P! = �
@�ui

@xj

�
@�ui

@xj
+
@�uj

@xi

�
�

2
3
�!�ij@�ui@xj (17)

Both the turbulent kinetic energy and speci�c dissipa-
tion rate then come together to form the eddy viscosity305

given as:

�T =
a1k

max(a1!; 
F2)
(18)

where a1 is a constant of 0.3, 
 is the absolute value of
vorticity and F2 is:

F2 = tanh(arg2
2) (19)

and:

arg2 = max(2
p
k

0:09!y
;

400�
y2!

) (20)

310

The turbulence intensity has been taken as 6%, based on
the typical values seen at the Horns Rev wind farm [35].
Wind shear has been neglected for the purpose of this in-
vestigation.

4.1. Dynamic mesh handling315

The platform motion was prescribed in OpenFOAM
using the \tabulated6DoF" dynamic mesh option. Using
this, the absolute translational and rotational displace-
ment in metres and degrees, respectively, was speci�ed at
every time step. The prescribed surge displacement and320

the resulting velocity is shown in Fig. 6. The entire domain
has been rotated by 5o as shown in Fig. 7 to reect the
shaft tilt and prescribe rotation only around the x-axis. In
doing so, complications with applying 2-axis rotation were
eliminated.325

4.1.1. Overset mesh method
The overset mesh method, also known as the chimera

method, was �rst introduced in 1981 by Atta [36]. With
this method, individual sub-meshes (such as the wind tur-
bine rotor, tower and background domain) are all created330

separately and merged into one, where the boundaries be-
tween each individual sub-mesh overlap to act as a bridge
between the various sub-domains. The regions acting as
a bridge are more commonly referred to as \fringe" cells
across which the velocity is interpolated. Should cells335

within the geometries fall entirely within a solid bound-
ary (such as those within the rotor or tower), these cells
are ignored rather than solved, being referred to as \hole"
cells.

The method has been tested in studies previously for340

wind turbine simulations, namely by Zahle et al. [33] and
Li et al. [32]. Both studies compared the results of the
overset mesh method against experimental data and found

very good agreement. The method was also been success-
fully applied by Tran & Kim [17] for oating o�shore wind345

turbine computations.
In the present study, two overset regions have been

designated: one for the rotor and one for the tower, as
shown in Fig. 8. For each region, a 6DoF �le has been
assigned to prescribe the movement of that speci�c region350

with the \tabulated6DoF" dynamic mesh option. Whilst
the tower overset region only surges parallel to the ground,
the rotor’s region both rotates about the x axis and surges
equally with the tower.

4.2. Solver selection355

OpenFOAM’s overPimpleDyMFoam solver allows for
the overset mesh technique to be used for a transient sim-
ulation. This solver utilises the PIMPLE algorithm, the
merged PISO-SIMPLE algorithm, which �rst runs loops
of steady state iterations (SIMPLE) at a given time step360

until convergence before moving on in time (PISO) [37].
In doing so, the Courant Number can be greater than 1 so

Figure 6: Surge displacement, xs, and velocity, us, with surge am-
plitude of 9.4 m and period of 8.1 s after a delay of 3.8 s with no
surge motion active.

Figure 7: The entire domain has been rotated by 5o, reective of the
shaft tilt, in order to produce a single-axis rotation about the rotor’s
centre of rotation. All boundary and initial conditions are adjusted
accordingly to maintain ow parallel to the ground.
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that simulations can be accelerated, whereas for a PISO-
only algorithm it must remain below 1 to ensure stability.
In the current simulations, the Courant Number has been365

locked at a maximum of 8 using OpenFOAM’s time-step
control but averages below 1 for the majority of the blade.
The tip region on average is between 1-2. For each time
step within the SIMPLE loop the residuals were set to
1�10�5 and for every transient time step they were set to370

1� 10�6, ensuring the case is tightly converged. A maxi-
mum of 100 outer corrector loops are run in steady state
for each time step before moving on in time, where 2 inner
pressure correction loops are run for each of the steady
state loops.375

5. Mesh generation and validation

OpenFOAM’s internal meshing code has been used for
all meshing requirements, where blockMesh was used to
create the initial background domain (dimensions 600 m �
300 m � 300 m) and snappyHexMesh to mesh the turbine380

and re�nement regions.
The immediate region downwind of the tips and na-

celle have been given a higher level of re�nement in order
to capture the tip and root vortices as they progress down-
stream. From the hub centre, the �ne level of re�nement385

in the immediate near wake extends 30 m (approximately
1/2 rotor radius) downstream at high re�nement and to 55
m (approximately 90% rotor radius) at medium re�nement
as shown in Fig. 9 & 10. As the rotor will surge upwind
by 9.4 m, the �ne level of re�nement upwind extends 15390

m to ensure the rotor does not translate out of this zone
during its surge cycle.

Ten mesh layers are de�ned on the sea surface, for a

Figure 8: The rotor and tower are enclosed within their separate
overset regions and move independent of the background mesh. The
rotor’s overset region is shown in blue whilst the tower’s is in red.

total thickness of 6 m, with a surface roughness value of
0.001 m to reect that of rough open sea [38] whereas the395

remaining domain walls have been given a \slip" veloc-
ity boundary condition. The rotor and tower have been
assigned a \moving wall velocity" boundary condition as
they will have motion prescribed onto them. The inlet ve-
locity has been given an \�xed value" condition and the400

outlet has been given a \inlet outlet" condition to ensure
conservation can be held. As for pressure boundary con-
ditions, the walls, rotor, tower and inlet are set to zero-
gradient and the outlet is a \�xed value" speci�ed as the
internal �eld. All overset boundaries have been given the405

\overset" type boundary conditions.

5.1. Grid independence test
Five mesh cases were created starting with a coarse

mesh of 4.40 million cells. The number of blockMesh cells
was then increased by 10-15%, in turn creating a more410

detailed mesh during the snappyHexMesh process, with
the �nest mesh having 11.13 million cells. Each case was
run for up to 3 seconds at rated wind speed to assess
how the calculated thrust coe�cient would compare be-
tween the mesh re�nement levels. Once an increase in cell415

count would not change the calculated thrust coe�cient,
the mesh can be considered converged. The �nal results
of this study are shown in Figure 11, where it is clear that

Figure 9: Cut of the background mesh showing where most cells
have been located, namely in the near wake and tip/root vortex
production area.

Figure 10: Cut of the cylinder to capture the tip vortices, having a
thickness of 13 m.
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4.40 and 5.60 million cells were not su�cient however 8.38,
9.71 and 11.13 million cells are showing convergence. With420

9.71 and 11.13 million cells in particular producing similar
results, it is clear that approximately 10 million cells and
above can be considered well converged. As so, the 10.71
million cell case was taken forward .

A second grid independence test was done by continu-425

ing both the 9.71 and 11.13 million cell cases into the �rst
surge cycle. The results of this test are shown in Figure
12. There appears to be ow separation between 6.0 and
7.5 s and so a di�erence is expected considering wall mod-
elling has been employed, however attached ow between430

the two cell cases matches very well. Except for instances
of ow separation, the mesh resolution with 9.71 million
cells appears to be su�cient to reproduce converged ow.
Since the focus of this study, namely propeller state, does
not involved separated ow, this mesh was deemed appro-435

priate and chosen for the simulations presented here.

5.2. Wall model validation
The k-! SST turbulence model was selected using a

wall model to avoid solving all the way to the blade walls
which is very computationally demanding, particularly at440

high Reynolds numbers. Four layers were applied to the
rotor patches that are a total of 25 mm thick at the tip
region and 30 mm elsewhere to ensure that �rst cell in the
boundary layer is within the log layer [30]. The expansion
ratio used is 1.2, where the cell centre of the layer closest445

to the wall is 2.3 mm normal to the wall. A slice of the
mesh at the tip region showing the layer mesh is given in
Fig. 14. The y+ values on the rotor and tower for the BF
and RF cases can be seen in Fig. 13 where for the rated
wind speed case the y+ value does not exceed 600 and for450

the below rated wind speed it does not exceed 400.
To con�rm that this wall resolution is su�cient to cap-

ture the boundary layer, a small side-study compared lift

Figure 11: Grid independence study ranging from 4.40 million cells
up to 11.13 million, showing particularly good convergence for the
9.71 and 11.13 million cell tests.

and drag coe�cients of a 2D pro�le at 95% blade span at
various y+ values. Rated wind speeds at that span location455

were applied using mesh settings reective of the full 3D
case with 4 layers. Steady state was assumed and solved
using the simpleFoam solver. From the results shown in
Fig. 15, it is clear that the mesh is suitable if the max-
imum y+ value remains below approximately 800, above460

which the accuracy of the coe�cients drop signi�cantly. It
is therefore concluded that a y+ value of 600 and below,
as is the case here, will reect a realistic boundary layer.

6. Results and discussion465

The Cirrus supercomputer, with 10,080 cores over 280
nodes run by Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC)
[39], was used for the work shown here where each simula-
tion was run in parallel with 576 cores. With the PIMPLE
algorithm being employed, the Courant number was set to470

a maximum of 8. The time step considering this Courant
number settled at 3:4 � 10�4 s for the rated wind speed
cases and 5:0�10�4 s for the below rated cases where each
time step represents a rotor rotation of 0.025o. Simulations
took between 9 and 12 days of continuous computation to475

complete.
The �rst half of the �rst surge cycle will not reect a

realistic initiation of surge. For this reason, to investigate
a surge motion which reects that of a developed surging
turbine, the �rst 9s of the simulation have been excluded480

from the plots as a settling period since it begins from rest
with no ramp up.

The thrust coe�cient acting on the rotor as a whole
as well as for each blade individually is shown in Fig. 16
and 17 for the RF and RS cases and Fig. 18 and 19 for485

the BF and BS cases. As was anticipated, the RS case
does not experience propeller state at any point during
its surge cycle, either for the rotor as a whole or the tip

Figure 12: Second grid independence test carried out during the �rst
surge cycle using the 9.71 and 11.13 million cell count cases.
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(a) (b)

Figure 13: y+ values over the rear of the rotor, where the air is accelerated the most, for (a) the BF case at 20 s and (b) the RF case at 20
s. The maximum value on the blade in the BF case does not exceed approximately 400 whilst for the RF case it does not exceed 600.

Figure 14: Slice view of the mesh at 90% blade span. 4 layers have
been added to the blade patch to capture the boundary layer and
ensure the �rst cell is within the log layer, as required with wall
modelling [30].

Figure 15: Comparison of steady-state 2D lift and drag coe�cients at
various y+ values at 95% blade span and rated wind speed conditions.
Red line shows the maximum value across all simulations here.

regions in isolation. Examining the rotor thrust coe�cient
for the BS case in Fig. 18b however showed that there is490

clear evidence of propeller state occurrence between 11 s
and 13 s where the thrust coe�cient temporarily drops
below zero. Likewise at 19 s it is seen to commence once
more as the surge velocity reaches its maximum. This is
in line with what was predicted using actuator disc theory495

where a negative relative velocity at the rotor could initiate
propeller state (Fig. 5).

Although the rotor as a whole temporarily experienced
a negative thrust, the tip region did not as shown in Fig. 19b.
Velocity magnitude and pressure plots at 1/3 and 90%500

blade span during propeller state shown in Fig. 20 con�rm
this �nding. The ow around the aerofoil at 1/3 blade
span does indeed reect propeller-like conditions with a
low pressure region on the pressure side. At the tip re-
gion however, the ow appears to be that of a windmill-505

operating aerofoil with higher pressure on the pressure side
than on the suction side.

The initiation of propeller state and unsteady ow can
be explained by looking at the angle of attack at each
blade span during these events. For propeller state, at the510

instant the surge velocity exceeds the ow velocity at the
rotor, the only velocity seen at the rotor will be rotational.
At this point, the angle of attack becomes the negative of
the blade twist. For the unsteady conditions, as the surge
velocity increases against the free wind direction, the rel-515

ative velocity at the rotor plane likewise increases which
increases the angle of attack at all blade span locations.
Fig. 21 shows the angle of attack acting at each rotor span
location under �xed-based conditions, the negative of the
blade twist to represent the angle of attack at the instant520

the relative rotor velocity is zero, i.e. propeller state, and
at 16s during the unsteady ow conditions. It also shows
the angle of attack at which each blade span location will
produce a negative lift coe�cient [24], derived from the
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(a) (b)

Figure 16: Thrust coe�cient acting on the rotor as a whole and each blade individually for (a) the RF case and (b) the RS case from 9 s to
20 s.

(a) (b)

Figure 17: Thrust coe�cient acting on the tips as a whole and each blade tip individually for (a) the RF case and (b) the RS case from 9 s
to 20 s.

lift to drag ratios of all aerofoils used as shown in Fig. 22525

between angles of attack of -40o and 40o. During the pro-
peller state event, the higher blade twist at inboard spans
results in a highly negative angle of attack, so much so that
the lift coe�cient becomes negative to force those spans
to behave like a propeller. Although the angle of attack530

at the tip region also becomes negative, it remains within
the positive lift angle of attack region providing a positive
tip thrust coe�cient at all times, as shown in Fig. 19b,
enabling it to remain in windmill state. Should the rela-
tive velocity then decrease further below zero, it is clear535

that spans closer to the tip will also tend towards a neg-
ative lift coe�cient and propeller state. These �ndings
con�rm those of Sebastian & Lackner [14] who found that,
at rated wind speeds and below, the root experienced pro-

peller state yet the mid and tip regions did not. Whilst540

they attributed the onset of propeller state to inuences
by the root vortex, it would appear in this work to also be
connected to a negative angle of attack during a reduction
in the relative velocity at the rotor.

What is also clear for both rated and below rated sim-545

ulations experiencing surge is the indication of heavily un-
steady ow as the rotor approaches the maximum surge
velocity on its upwind journey. This is shown clearly in
the surging thrust coe�cient plots with a uctuation in
value between 14 s and 18 s, particularly prominent for550

the BS case, and shown in Fig. 23 with vorticity isovol-
umes at 16 s. With NACA 64-618 aerofoils from 71% span
and onwards, the angle of attack can increase from 6o at
its lowest to over 12o during the unsteady ow. The lift to
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(a) (b)

Figure 18: Thrust coe�cient acting on the rotor as a whole and each blade individually for (a) the BF case and (b) the BS case from 9 s to
20 s.

(a) (b)

Figure 19: Thrust coe�cient acting on the tips as a whole and each blade tip individually for (a) the BF case and (b) the BS case from 9 s
to 20 s.

drag ratio for this aerofoil drops rapidly at angles of attack555

above 10o as shown in Fig. 22, thus the tip region is likely
to be experiencing stall at the peak of the upwind cycle.
The same can be said for the inboard DU pro�les where the
angle of attack increases to over 14o and as high as 30o at
the root. These pro�les will also experience a drop in lift to560

drag ratio connected with stall at angles of attack greater
than 10o. With this in mind, it can be concluded that
the root pro�les are also susceptible to stalled conditions
and ow separation during the rotor’s upwind cycle in the
absence of active pitch control. Indeed the entire blade565

span appears to be shedding turbulent ow during stall
in Fig. 23. Overall, these �ndings of stall associated with
increasing angles of attack at high surge motions match
well with those of Shen et al. [10] and Tran et al. [17].

As a wall model has been used for these simualtions, it is570

important to note that the boundary layer solution during
this ow separation becomes invalid until it reattachment.
During such an event, we cannot comment on the causes
of propeller state but only highlight that stall is probable.
However, the ow does remain attached during propeller575

state and so the wall model approach is valid at that time.
Whilst propeller state has been clearly identi�ed, so

has vortex ring state. The vorticity iso-volumes during the
onset of propeller state between 11.5 s and 13 s are shown
in Fig. 24. At 11.5 s and 12.0 s, when the mean rotor580

thrust is negative due to the decrease of inboard angles of
attack, there appears to be vortical ow gathering close to
the root. At 12.5 s and 13.0 s, there is then a visible event
of blade vortex interaction at the tip and strong ow recir-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 20: Plot of (a) velocity and (b) pressure at 1/3 blade span showing propeller-like conditions, and (c) velocity and (d) pressure at 90%
blade span showing normal operating conditions. Plots taken at 12 s during the BS case. The angle of attack for (a) and (b) is approximately
�10o and for (c) and (d) is approximately �1o

.

Figure 21: Angle of attack acting on the aerofoils of the blade with
a �xed base and at 16s with surge active during ow separation.
Blade twist is shown as negative to represent the angle of attack of
the blade when the relative velocity at the rotor is zero. The ‘Neg.
lift’ plot shows at which angle of attack the respective span location
will produce a negative lift coe�cient.

culation at the root. Based on its de�nition, this is a sign585

of vortex ring state. As there is a 2.36 s interval between

Figure 22: Lift to drag ratios of the aerofoils used in the NREL 5MW
wind turbine between angles of attack of -40o and 40o [24].

blade passings when rotating at 8.469 rpm, it is possible
that propeller state develops in this time frame prior to a
blade striking the tip vortex from the previous blade no
more than 2.36 s later. As approximately 2 seconds are590
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(a) (b)

Figure 23: Vorticity isovolume plot at 16 s for (a) the RS case and (b) the BS case when ow separation appears high for both.

spent with a relative rotor velocity that is below zero, it
is within this short time frame that the tip and root vor-
tices can no longer be propagated downstream. Although
the rotor could recover before a blade interacts with the
preceding tip vortex, the thickness of the tip vortex will595

prevent this as it essentially increases the clearance nec-
essary to avoid all interaction. A negative lift force, or
propeller state, is therefore seen as the relative rotor ve-
locity approaches and becomes negative, where it remains
negative long enough for a blade tip to pass over the pre-600

vious tip vortex. The inability to advect the tip and root
vortices downstream for a short period of time results in
the interaction of the tip vortices and vortex accumulation
at the root associated with VRS shortly after.

7. Conclusion605

This work has identi�ed and explained the causes of
propeller state and vortex ring state using the NREL 5MW
rotor when subjected to a surge amplitude of 9.4 m and
period of 8.1 s, at a free wind speed of 7 and 11.4 m/s.
Whilst the rotor as a whole experienced propeller state610

at a free wind speed of 7 m/s, the tip region did not as
the thrust coe�cient remained positive at all times. It
was concluded that propeller state is due to a decrease in
the angle of attack when the relative velocity at the ro-
tor decreases, so much so that a negative lift coe�cient is615

produced. This is heavily dependant on the blade twist,
where spans with a high twist will likely experience pro-
peller state before spans with a lower twist. This explained
why the tip region avoided the onset of propeller state as
the twist tapers to zero, whilst the rotor as a whole aver-620

aged a negative thrust coe�cient due to the high twist at
mid to root span locations.

Vortex ring state, by de�nition, was found to occur
during the propeller state event, shown by blade vortex
interaction at the tips and ow recirculation at the root625

after the initial onset of propeller state. It is likely that
propeller state �rst develops due to the relative velocity
at the rotor decreasing to and surpassing zero, but then

when zero or negative relative velocity is maintained for a
duration similar to the blade passing period, the blade tips630

interact with the vortex from the previous blade as well
as an accumulation of root vortices at the hub to initiate
VRS.

It is acknowledged that the methodology applied here
requires a very high computational resource and can there-635

fore not be developed into a tool to simulate many wind
turbines in an array for the many wave and wind con-
ditions experienced by an installation. Instead, it serves
to develop a better understanding of the conditions giv-
ing rise to propeller and vortex ring states and their e�ect640

on turbine performance and blade loadings. This under-
standing could then be used to develop a parameterisation
of these e�ects within a more practical modelling frame-
work, or to inform the designers or operators of oating
wind turbines to implement design or control response to645

maximise performance while minimising adverse loading.
The immediate future to build up this understanding

will extend the simulations over a wider range of wind
speeds and surging conditions. Following this, e�ects of
the other turbine motions will be addressed by adding650

pitching as a further degree of freedom.
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